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A Very, Very Brief History of Our Project
In the beginning…

I say, chums, we’ve too many books!

Well I say we throw these in the basement with the others

Oh, Darla, you’re a scream!

The Creation of the SPR
A Very, Very Brief History of Our Project

2011: CIC Shared Print Repository formalized

2012: First volumes deposited at IU

2017: Final volumes deposited
Committee on Institutional Cooperation
1958-2016
Collocated Serials
Highly Digitized
Highly Duplicated
250,000

• Photo courtesy Indiana University
From Then to Now
“@realDonaldTrump: Not so “Big” Ten. SAD!”
JOURNAL of BEARD SCIENCE
178,989 volumes
4,818 titles
CRL Preliminary Analysis:

- 514,559 unique titles (title, OCLC, ISSN)
- 61% matched by only one institution
- 5% matched by 7 or more institutions
Of the titles held by Big Ten Academic Alliance schools, 0.9% have been ingested into the SPR.
PHASE II

- Another 250,000
- Continuing periodicals
- Ingest beginning Summer 2017
- Five-year collection phase
- Hosted at Illinois
For Big Ten SPR titles stored as of May 2016:

- 60% were represented in Portico
- 63% were represented in CLOCKSS
- 84% were in PAPR*

(*Included CIC titles registered before May ‘16)
For Big Ten SPR titles stored as of May 2016:

- 53% of stored titles duplicated by Scholar’s Trust
- 16% of stored titles duplicated by UC/CDL

(According to their holdings registered in PAPR at the time)
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